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THESIS SUMMARY

Hemiplegic cerebral palsy (HCP) is a static neurological condition that primarily affects one side of the body. There are associated cognitive and functional problems impacting on the life of affected children. Lower limb effects have been extensively studied with clinical/laboratory based tools, to the point of being very reliable to assist families in decision making to achieve better functional outcomes. However, there is a paucity of evidence for the effects on upper limb dysfunction. Some reasons for this lack of evidence is that upper limb function, not being reliant on repetitive, stereotypic motor and sensory function like the lower limb, is impacted upon by many related factors including cognition, environment (including adaptive devices), self-concept, pain, quality of life and other factors interacting in a complex manner.

The primary focus of this work is on functioning and independence, with an exploration of the clinically relevant factors that could be measured that impact on these functional outcomes. Associations in the areas of self-esteem and self-concept, quality of life and the experience of pain are explored. The secondary aim is to explore the effects of botulinum toxin injection to improve functioning.

These aims are achieved through conducting two related studies. The first (Part 1) was a cross sectional analysis of children with HCP recruited from a population based cerebral palsy register, with an analysis of the children’s functional level as defined by the Assessment of Motor and Process Skills, clinical neurological examination, as well as measures of quality of life, self-esteem/self-concept, pain,
caregiver burden, and use of orthoses and assistive devices. The second (Part 2) was a single blind randomized control trial recruiting children from Part 1, with a focus on functional improvement and the attainment of individualised predefined goals. All participants undertook regular occupational therapy and the intervention group had upper limb botulinum toxin injection.

Children with hemiplegic cerebral palsy are resilient, with levels of self-esteem equivalent to sex and age matched typically developing peers. They report significantly lower levels in some self-concept domains (such as physical and scholastic competencies), and children recognise their limitations from a young age. They self-report lower levels of quality of life, and higher levels of pain. The impairments most strongly associated with functional level and independence are muscle power and sensation, indicating prediction of and improvement in functional independence requires a focus on sensory testing and strengthening. Tone is less strongly associated, however the degree of upper limb tone is related to the need for intervention. Knowing the degree of upper limb muscle tone from a young age is helpful in assisting families with children with a new diagnosis of HCP. Children who had an acute reduction in tone with the use of botulinum toxin injection, however, achieved their stated functional goals more quickly, with an associated boost in self-esteem, unlike the control group, who had lower levels of self-esteem during the study period possibly related to a focus on functional gain with a slower rate of improvement with therapy alone.